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Abstract Mesospheric winds from three longitudinal sectors at 65°N and 54°N latitude are combined to
diagnose the zonal wave numbers (m) of spectral wave signatures during the Southern Hemisphere sudden
stratospheric warming (SSW) 2019. Diagnosed are quasi‐10‐ and 6‐day planetary waves (Q10DW and
Q6DW, m = 1), solar semidiurnal tides with m = 1, 2, 3 (SW1, SW2, and SW3), lunar semidiurnal tide, and
the upper and lower sidebands (USB and LSB, m = 1 and 3) of Q10DW‐SW2 nonlinear interactions. We
further present 7‐year composite analyses to distinguish SSW effects from climatological features. Before
(after) the SSW onset, LSB (USB) enhances, accompanied by the enhancing (fading) Q10DW, and a
weakening of climatological SW2 maximum. These behaviors are explained in terms of Manley‐Rowe
relation, that is, the energy goes first from SW2 to Q10DW and LSB, and then from SW2 and Q10DW to USB.
Our results illustrate that the interactions can explain most wind variabilities associated with the SSW.

Plain Language Summary Sudden stratospheric warming events occur typically over the winter
Arctic and are well known for being accompanied by various tides and Rossby waves. A rare SSW occurred
in the Southern Hemisphere in September 2019. Here, we combine mesospheric observations from the
Northern Hemisphere to study the wave activities before and during the warming event. A dual‐station
approach is implemented on high‐frequency‐resolved spectral peaks to diagnose the horizontal scales of the
dominant waves. Diagnosed are multiple tidal components, multiple Rossby normal modes, and two
secondary waves arising from nonlinear interactions between a tide component and a Rossby wave. Most of
these waves do not occur in a climatological sense and occur around the warming onset. Furthermore, the
evolution of these waves can be explained using theoretical energy arguments.

1. Introduction

In the winter polar atmosphere, upward propagating Rossby waves (RWs, also called planetary waves), for
example, triggered by topography and the horizontal thermal gradient of the land‐sea distribution, may
interact with the polar vortex and heat the stratosphere rapidly, leading to phenomena known as sudden
stratospheric warming events (SSWs, e.g., Butler et al., 2015). Associated with SSWs are oscillations in the
middle and upper atmosphere in both neutral and plasma properties, such as the neutral density and com-
position, temperature, wind, plasma density, and electric current density (e.g., Goncharenko & Zhang, 2008;
Pedatella & Forbes, 2010).

In the mesosphere, planetary‐scale oscillations during SSWs can be categorized into two temporal scales,
longer and shorter than 1 day, termed hereafter as RW‐ and tide‐like oscillations, respectively. RW‐like oscil-
lations occur at periods from a few days to a few tens of days, mostly explained as RW normal modes (RNMs,
e.g., Forbes, 1995; Madden, 1979). RNMs are westward propagating and occur with wave periods near 2, 6,
10, 16, and 28 days and are often referred to as quasi‐2‐, 6‐, 10‐, 16‐, and 28‐day waves (Q2DW, Q6DW,
Q10DW, Q16DW, and Q28DW, e.g., Forbes et al., 2017, 2020; Yamazaki, 2018). Associations between
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RNMs and SSWs have also been broadly reported, although the underlying mechanisms are still under
debate (e.g., Pancheva et al., 2008; Stray et al., 2015). Besides RNMs, secondary waves of nonlinear interac-
tions between RNMs and stationary RWs are also observed during SSWs (e.g., He, Forbes, et al., 2020).

Oscillations occurring around the periods of harmonics of the solar or lunar day are explained mostly as sig-
natures of harmonics of solar or lunar tides. Oscillations of this nature are reported to be associated with or
impacted by SSWs, such as the first six solar migrating tidal harmonics (He, Yamazaki, et al., 2020), and the
second lunar migrating tidal harmonic (M2, e.g., He & Chau, 2019). Among these oscillations, the Sun‐syn-
chronous (migrating tide‐like) components are typically explained in terms of SSW modulations of tidal
heating (e.g., Goncharenko et al., 2012; Siddiqui et al., 2020) and of propagation conditions (e.g., Jin
et al., 2012), whereas the non‐Sun‐synchronous (nonmigrating tide‐like) components are conventionally
explained as arising from zonal asymmetries in heating or nonlinear interactions between stationary RWs
and migrating tides (e.g., Liu et al., 2010). Nonlinear interactions could also occur between RNMs and tides
(e.g., Forbes et al., 2020), generating secondary waves at frequencies slightly below and above the tidal fre-
quencies, termed hereafter as lower and upper sidebands (LSBs and USBs), respectively. LSBs and USBs are
often misinterpreted as tides (He & Chau, 2019).

Most knowledge of the above mesospheric wave activities is based on SSWs that occurred in the Northern
Hemisphere (NH). In September 2019, an SSW occurred (Yamazaki et al., 2020) in the Southern
Hemisphere (SH), providing a unique opportunity to investigate the response of the NH middle and upper
atmosphere to SH SSWs. Using Aura Microwave Limb Sounder (MLS) observations and Swarm plasma
and magnetic observations, Yamazaki et al. (2020) revealed 6‐day periodicities in the middle atmosphere
and ionosphere. Conventionally, such like periodicities were explained most often as Q6DW. However, a
recent modeling study (Miyoshi & Yamazaki, 2020) suggested that the ionospheric 6‐day periodicities in
the 2019 case might not be Q6DW signatures but aliases from near‐12‐hr waves that resulted from
Q6DW‐SW2 nonlinear interaction. This aliasing, between RNWs and their secondary waves associated with
migrating tides, is an inherent sampling property of all quasi‐Sun‐synchronous single‐spacecraft missions
(see Text S1 in the supporting information, also, cf. Moudden & Forbes, 2014). The current work uses
ground‐based observations to eliminate the concerns about the aliasing and investigate the potential
RNMs and near‐12‐hr waves. Implementing a dual‐station approach, we are also able to diagnose zonal
wave numbers of the underlying waves, beyond the capabilities of single‐station approaches. Our results
illustrate the presence of both RNMs and near‐12‐hr waves in the mesosphere and reveal how the
Q10DW‐tidal interactions result in the mesospheric wind variability during the SH SSW.

2. Observation and Method

The current work uses five radar systems, at Juliusruh (13.4°E, 54.6°N), Mohe (122°E, 53.5°N), Andenes
(16.0°E, 69.3°N), PokerFlat (147.5°W, 65.1°N), and Yellowknife (114.3°W, 62.5°N), referred hereafter as
J, M, A, P, and Y radars, respectively. The details of radar setups, for example, frequencies and antenna con-
figurations, were introduced in Hoffmann et al. (2010), Yu et al. (2013), Singer et al. (2013), Klemm (2019),
and Kumar andHocking (2010), respectively. As illustrated by two dashed lines in Figure S1, these radars are
located largely along two latitudes, 65°N and 54°N. The zonal and meridional wind observations (u and v)
around the SSW, between 1 June and 31 November 2019 (except at Yellowknife where data are not available
before 13 August), are derived between 80‐ and 100‐km altitude for a case study. As a reference and for com-
parison, 7‐year (2012–2018) observations at Mohe and Juliusruh are also used for a composite analysis (CA).

Our main approach is the so‐called phase differencing technique (PDT), developed in He, Chau, Stober,
et al. (2018) and has been explained mathematically and implemented several times (e.g., He, Chau, Hall,
et al., 2018). Here, we explain PDT briefly. Based on dual‐point configurations, PDT makes use of the phase
difference between two locations on the wave path to estimate the wave number in the direction defined by
the two points. When the two locations are at the same latitude, the zonal wave numberm can be estimated.
The estimation is based on two main assumptions. The first one, called single‐wave assumption, is that the
wave number is a function of frequency. The other, called long‐wave assumption, is that the separation
between the two locations is shorter than half the wavelength of the underlying wave, which is used to deal
with the wave number aliasing. A dual‐radar configuration with longitudinal separation λΔ is associated

with a Nyquist wave number mN ¼ 2π
2λΔ

. Then, for all integers Z and a wave number m0, the solutions
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m = m0 + ZmN are aliases of each other, as implied in Equation A1 in He, Yamazaki, et al. (2020).
Particularly, in diagnosing RWs and tides, m could be assumed as a near‐zero integral number, which
might relax the long‐wave assumption from half wavelength to one and a half wavelength. PDT has been
implemented, through cross‐wavelet (CWL) analysis, to diagnose m of RW‐ and tide‐like oscillations in a
few NH SSWs and validated by comparing results from different dual‐station configurations at the same
latitude (e.g., He, Forbes, et al., 2020; He, Yamazaki, et al., 2020). The current work applies PDT to the SH
SSW 2019, using three dual‐radar configurations, that is, M‐J, P‐A, and Y‐A.

3. Results

As explained in section 1, most planetary‐scale wave activities during SSWs are RW‐ and tide‐likes oscilla-
tions. Therefore, we explore the waves in two frequency ranges in sections 3.1 and 3.2, respectively.
Section 3.3 focuses only on T = 12.0 ± 0.2 hr.

3.1. Multiday Oscillations

Figure 1a presents ∣fWJ
f ; tð Þ∣, a Gabor wavelet (Torrence & Compo, 1998) of the zonal wind at 95‐km altitude

over Juliusruh. Representing the SSW onset, the dashed vertical line illustrates the central day between 5
and 11 September, during which the atmospheric temperature at 10 hPa increased by 51 K (Yamazaki
et al., 2020). The most dominant feature of Figure 1a) is the peak at periods T = 6–8 days around 1
October, as highlighted by a horizontal arrow. There is another peak around T = 10 days around 1

Figure 1. Wavelet spectra of the zonal wind at 95‐km altitude over the radar systems at (a) Juliusruh and (b) Mohe, and
(c) their cross‐wavelet spectrum. In each panel, the vertical dashed line represents the SH SSW onset; the horizontal
arrows indicate the periods of the maxima of two peaks in (c). In (a) and (b), the dashed and solid white lines display
the 90% and 95% confidence levels, respectively. In (c), the color hue represents the phase difference between (a) and (b);
the color hue is adjusted so that the redness denotes exactly m = 1; the vertical dotted line is a time reference for

comparison with Figure 2c; the black isolines denote the amplitude
ffiffiffiffiffi
∣eC

q
∣= 7 m/s; the horizontal error bar illustrates the

temporal distribution of the USB‐ and LSB‐like maxima indicated by the white crosses in Figures 2a–2c, while the
vertical bar illustrates the distribution of the estimated periods of RNM that can interact with SW2 and give rise to the
maxima. (d–f ) The same plots as (a–c) but from composite analyses between 2012 and 2017.
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September, before the onset and highlighted by an arrow. Both of the 6‐ and 10‐day peaks also occurred over
Mohe, as displayed in the spectrum ∣fWM

f ; tð Þ∣ in Figure 1b. The coincidence between the two radars allows the

diagnosis ofm through CWL analysis (e.g., He, Forbes, et al., 2020). The CWL spectrum between Figures 1a

and 1b, eC f ; tð Þ ¼ fWJ*
f ; tð ÞfWM

f ; tð Þ , is shown in Figure 1c, in which the darkness and the color hue denote the

amplitude ∣eC∣ and phase Arg eCn o
. Arg eCn o

measures the phase difference between the stations.

Assuming the phase difference is due to the propagation of a dominant wave with the wave numberm, then

Arg eCn o
¼ mλΔ is a function ofm and the longitudinal separation between the two radars λΔ. The color hue

of Figure 1c is adjusted so that the redness represents Arg eCn o
¼ λΔ, corresponding to m = 1. In Figure 1c,

both the 6‐ and 10‐day peaks are associated withm= 1, suggesting both peaks are the RNMs, that is, Q6DW
and Q10DW, respectively. Similar Q6DW and Q10DW signatures occur also at 65°N detected by the P‐A
radar pair, as displayed in Figure S2d.

For comparison and as a reference, we present a CA in Figures 1d–1f, using the data from the J‐M pair
between 2012 and 2018. Similarly to the 2019 case, in Figures 1d–1f Q6DW also occurs around 1 October,
whereas Q10DW is not visible around 1 September, which is different from the 2019 case. Specifically, for

every single year that our data cover, the Q6DW signature occurs in the same season above
ffiffiffiffiffi
∣eC

q
∣ >

= 7 m/s, suggesting it is a climatological behavior.

3.2. Near‐12‐hr Oscillations

Figure 2a presents a CWL spectrum similar to Figure 1c but altitude‐averaged at periods near 12 hr. Different
from Figure 1c which uses only u, Figure 2a sums the spectra of u and v since the spectra are almost identical

to each other. The black isolines denote amplitudes at
ffiffiffiffiffi
∣eC

q
∣ = 8, 12, 16, and 24 m/s. In Figure 2a, the most

dominant peak occurs at 12.0 hr, characterized by m = 2 and
ffiffiffiffiffi
∣eC

q
∣ > 24 m/s before the SSW onset, corre-

sponding to the tidal component SW2. In the current work, SWm denotes semidiurnal westward propagat-
ing component with zonal wave number m. In Figure 2a and at 12.4 hr, as indicated by a horizontal arrow,

another peak occurs above
ffiffiffiffiffi
∣eC

q
∣ > 12m/s. The 12.4‐hr peak is characterized bym= 2, and therefore should

be a signature of the lunar tide M2.

Figure 2b is the same plot as Figure 2a but from the radar pair A‐P, at 65°N. Similarly to Figure 2a, in

Figure 2b the spectrum also maximizes at 12.0 and 12.4 hr above
ffiffiffiffiffi
∣eC

q
∣ > 24 and 12 m/s, respectively.

The 12.0‐hr peak is mostly characterized bym = 2, and so is the 12.4‐hr peak, which therefore suggests that
the underlying waves are SW2 and M2, respectively. In addition, in Figure 2b and between 11.0 and 11.5 hr,

there is a dominant blue peak, maximizing at
ffiffiffiffiffi
∣eC

q
∣ = 17.9 m/s, at T = 11.36 hr on 12 September 2019, as

indicated by the white cross. However, the color of the 11.36 hr is close tom= 1 andm = 3 in the color code
map, due to the special radar separation λΔ ≈ π and λΔ+2π ≈ 3λΔ. To determine m, we produce the same
spectra as Figure 2b but for the radar pair A‐Y, displayed in Figure 2c.

Similarly to Figure 2b, Figure 2c also exhibits peaks at T = 12.4, 12.0, and 11.0–11.5 hr. The previous two are

associated withm= 2, whereas the third peak, as illustrated by the white cross, maximizes at
ffiffiffiffiffi
∣eC

q
∣= 11.1 m/

s, at T = 11.29 hr on 14 September 2019. The blueness suggests that the underlying dominant wave is asso-
ciated withm = 3, which is compatible with the blue peak in Figure 2b. Actually, the color codes for all the
panels of Figure 2 are adapted so that the blueness representsm = 3. A weak blue or purple peak could also

be found in Figure 2a as indicated by the white cross, maximizing at
ffiffiffiffiffi
∣eC

q
∣ = 9.1 m/s, T = 11.36 hr.

Additionally, in Figure 2c and immediately before the onset, a red peak occurs at T = 12.73 hr with
ffiffiffiffiffi
∣eC

q
∣

= 8.0 m/s as indicated by a white cross. The redness suggests that the underlying wave is associated with
m = 1. Similar 12.7‐hr peaks also occur in Figures 2b and 2a, indicated by white crosses there.
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Figure 2d displays the same plot as Figure 2a but from the 7‐year CA, which comprises mainly the 12.0‐hr
peak but not the off‐12.0‐hr peaks seen in Figures 2a–2c, at least not at the comparable magnitudes. The
12.0‐hr peak is also different from those in Figures 2a–2c), for example, the peak exhibits a minimum in late
October in Figure 2d, but prematurely around 1 October in Figure 2a. We look into the details in the next
subsection.

3.3. Solar Semidiurnal Tide

To investigate the 12.0‐hr peak, we reproduce spectra similar to Figure 2a but at every individual altitude,
and then pick the values only at T = 12.0 ± 0.2 hr at each altitude and combine them into the time‐height
plane, displayed in Figure 3a. Similarly, Figures 3b–3d are constructed from spectra similar to
Figures 2b–2d. In all panels here, green represents m = 2. The most dominant feature in Figure 3d is the

Figure 2. (a) Near‐12‐hr CWL spectrum for the radar pair M‐J, namely, a similar plot as Figure 1c but summing the
spectra of the zonal and meridional winds, averaged between 90 and 96 km. All panels are adjusted so that blueness
represents m = 3. (b, c) Same plots as (a) but for the radar pairs A‐P and A‐Y, respectively. (d) Same as (a) but for the

2012–2018 composite analysis. In each panel, the black isolines denote amplitudes at
ffiffiffiffiffi
∣eC

q
∣ = 8, 12, 16, and 24 m/s;

the solid horizontal arrow indicates the M2‐like signature; the dashed arrows on the rightmostside illustrate the
theoretical periods of the secondary waves (USB and LSB) of SW2‐Q6DW and SW2‐Q10DW nonlinear interactions;
and the white crosses indicate local maxima of USB‐ and LSB‐like peaks. Note that here only spectral peaks above
the 95% confidence level are discussed in the current work.
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green peak (m = 2), maximizing vertically at about 90 km in September. The September maximum is a
well‐known climatological behavior (Figure 7, He & Chau, 2019). The pattern around the SSW in
Figure 3a could be explained as a distorted version of the climatological maximum. The maximum occurs
10‐20 days earlier and splits around 90 km and above, in comparison with Figure 3d.

The premature and split maximum also occurs in Figures 3b and 3c, but associated with more interesting
behaviors. As indicated by the horizontal arrows, blueness (or purpleness) and redness occur at h = 90
and 95 km, respectively. These colors suggest that the dominant underlying wave there is not SW2. In
Figure 3c, blueness and redness representm= 1 and 3, suggesting that the underlying waves are the nonmi-
grating tides, SW1 and SW3, respectively.

4. Discussions

The previous section diagnoses the zonal wave numberm of potential waves seen in cross‐wavelet spectra, in
two ranges of period, namely, multidays and near‐12‐hr. In the current section, we discuss them as RNMs,
tides, and secondary waves of RNM‐tide nonlinear interactions.

4.1. Association of RNMs With SH SSW

Although there are observational studies suggesting that SSWs are not associated with RNMs (e.g., Sassi
et al., 2012), most observational studies support associations, at least for most NH SSWs (e.g., He, Forbes,
et al., 2020; Pancheva et al., 2008; Stray et al., 2015). The burst of Q6DW in late September 2019 was reported
by Yamazaki et al. (2020) using geopotential height (GPH) observations from Aura MLS and observations
from Swarm. The 2019 Q6DW amplitude, in GPH, was stronger than the 2004–2018 average amplitude,

Figure 3. Same variable and panel arrangement as displayed in Figure 2 but as a function of date and altitude only at
period T = 12.0 hr. for example, panel (a) is combined from similar spectra as Figure 2a but at each individual
altitude. The color is adapted so that green represents m = 2. In (b) and (c), the horizontal arrows indicate SW1‐ and
SW3‐like signatures.
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especially above 70‐km altitude in SH. Consistently, our comparison
between Figures 1c and 1f also illustrates that in NH the 2019 Q6DW is
also stronger than the multiyear average. However, such a strong NH
Q6DW in this season is not unique for 2019. Among the 7 years we
explored, Q6DW also occurred at comparable or even stronger amplitudes
in the same season in 2013 and 2017 (observed from the same figures as
Figures 1a–1c but for 2012–2018, not shown here).

In contrast to the climatological occurrence of the Q6DW, the occurrence
of the Q10DW in early September is unique for 2019, and also temporally
more close to the SH SSW, cf. Figures 1a–1c versus 1d–1f. Therefore, we
argue that the Q10DW is potentially associated with the SSW.
Consistent with our Q10DW results, the SH GPH results (Figure 3a,
Yamazaki et al., 2020) exhibited a spectral peak, not mentioned by the
authors, at T = 10 days around 1 September and weaker than the
Q6DW amplitude by at least 50%. The consistency of our NH
ground‐based results with the SH satellite‐based results suggests that the
Q6DW and Q10DW are both active on global scales, consistent with their
interpretation as RNM. Coincidentally, a Q10DW signature was also
reported in the ionosphere during the SH 2002 (Mo & Zhang, 2020).

RNMs prior to NH SSW onsets could be explained in terms of in situ
instability (e.g., Pancheva et al., 2008; Siskind et al., 2010), whereas the
RNMs which appeared after the NH SSWs are believed to arise from dif-
ferent mechanisms, for example, the zonal asymmetry of gravity wave
breaking (e.g., Manney et al., 2008). Therefore, the Q10DWmight be attri-
butable to potential in situ instabilities. Supporting this hypothesis is the
evolution of the meridional gradient of the quasi‐geostrophic potential
derived from the MLS GPH observations (Yamazaki et al., 2020). The gra-
dient is necessary for barotropic/baroclinic instability, even though the

evolution and the instability were discussed to explain the Q6DW. Another potential mechanism of the
Q10DW generation is the planetary wave amplification by stimulated tidal decay (PASTIDE, He et al., 2017)
as detailed in the following subsection.

4.2. Secondary Waves of Q10DW‐SW2 Nonlinear Interactions

In sections 3.2 and 3.3, we explained the 12.0‐ and 12.4‐hr spectral peaks as solar and lunar tides, respec-
tively. In the current subsection, we discuss other near‐12‐hr peaks as the upper and lower sidebands
(USB and LSB) of nonlinear interactions between SW2 and RNM, respectively.

According to the resonance conditions of wave‐wave nonlinear interaction (e.g., He et al., 2017), the fre-
quency and wave number of USB (LSB) are equal to the sum (difference) of their parent waves. Given that
the RNMs, Q6DW, Q10DW, and Q16DW, are associated withm= 1, all their USBs and LSBs of interactions
with SW2 are associated with m = 3 and 1, respectively. Observational evidence with constraints of both
f andm were reported for the sidebands of Q6DW and Q16DW using either ground‐based or satellite obser-
vations (e.g., Forbes & Zhang, 2017). As a reference, the theoretical periods of the USBs and LSBs, associated
with the RNMs at periods indicated by the arrows in Figures 1c and S1d, are calculated and displayed as the
dashed horizontal arrows at the rightmostside in all panels of Figure 2. Further, using the periods at the six
white crosses (indexed hereafter as k = 1,2, …, 6) in Figures 2a–2c, we calculate the theoretically required
periods of the parent RNMs according to the resonance condition, resulting in six values Tk. Assuming all

the six peaks share one parent RNM and using the spectral amplitude wk :¼∣eCk∣=<∣eCk∣>k in Figure 2, we

calculate the weighted average T ≔ < Tkwk>k = 8.6 days with a deviation σ wk Tk − T
� �� �

= 0.4 days, dis-

played as a vertical error bar in Figures 1c and S1. The horizontal error bar represents the corresponding
weight‐averaged time and its deviation, t = 11.1 ± 2.2 days after 00:00, on 1 September. In Figures 1c and

S1d, the Q10DW peaks, in comparison with the Q6DW, are closer to the black cross in both T and T overlaps

Figure 4. A sketch of the net energy gain of the four waves in the
Q10DW‐SW2 nonlinear interactions according to the Manley‐Rowe
relation. The red and blue represent the LSB‐ and USB‐generating
interactions occurring at tL and tU, respectively. Between tL and tU
maximizes the Q10DW. ΔEL and ΔEU are energy exchanged through SW2.
tL and tU correspond to the dotted and dashed vertical black lines in
Figures 1c and 2c, respectively.
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the period of the Q10DW peak partially. Therefore, we argue that the Q10DW, rather than Q6DW, is more
likely responsible to the sidebands, or at least contributes more.

Moreover, the temporal evolution of the Q10DW peak, together with those of the LSB, USB, and SW2, satis-
fies the energy requirements of Manley‐Rowe relation (He et al., 2017). The relation implies that the LSB and
USB are generated in two nonlinear interaction processes. In the LSB‐generating interaction, the tide exports
energy to both LSB and RNM, while in the USB‐generating interaction, both RNM and tide contribute
energy to USB. If we assume that the LSB‐ and USB‐generating interactions occur at tL and tU as denoted
by the vertical dotted and dashed lines in Figures 1c, 2b, and 2c within infinitely small time intervals, the
Manley‐Rowe relation can explain the bursts of the Q10DW and LSB around tL as well as the Q10DWweak-
ening and USB burst around tU (see Figure 4). These bursts are accompanied by the split of the September
SW2 maximum as described in section 3.3. According to the Manley‐Rowe relation, the absolute net energy
gains of the waves are proportional to their frequencies, and 100% and 95% of the energy of the LSB and USB
are contributed directly by SW2. Therefore, the energy deficits of SW2 could be responsible for the splitting
of the SW2 maximum in Figures 3a–3c.

On the other hand, Q6DWmaximized in late September and is, therefore, less likely responsible for the LSB
generation that occurred about 20–30 days prior.

5. Summary

The current study explores planetary‐scale wave activities in the NH during the SH SSW 2019, using meso-
spheric winds detected with five meteor radar systems around 54°N and 65°N. We diagnose the zonal wave
number m of wave signatures contained in cross‐wavelet spectra of the observations from multiple longitu-
dinal sectors. Spectral peaks are diagnosed at T = 5–7 days, 8–10 days, 12.0, 12.4, 11.2–11.5, and 12.6–12.8 hr,
associated dominantly with m = 1, 1, 2, 2, 3, and 1, which are explained as Q6DW, Q10DW, SW2, M2, and
USB and LSB of Q10DW‐SW2 nonlinear interaction, respectively. As a reference, a 7‐year composite analysis
is presented, illustrating that the SW2 pattern during the SH SSW could be explained as a premature and
split climatological September maximum and that the Q6DW during the SH SSW could be explained as
an amplified climatological phenomenon. The detected periods of the Q10DW, LSB, and USB signatures
satisfy the resonance conditions of nonlinear interaction. In addition, the temporal variations of the
Q10DW, LSB, USB, and SW2, shortly before and after the SSW onset, could be explained in terms of the
Manley‐Rowe relation of nonlinear interactions. Our results illustrate that the Q10DW‐SW2 interactions
can explain the details of the mesospheric wind variabilities during the SH SSW 2019.

Data Availability Statement

The hourly wind data from Mohe is provided by the Data Center for Geophysics (http://www.dx.doi.
org/10.12197/2020GA016), National Earth System Science Data Sharing Infrastructure at BNOSE
(Beijing National Observatory of Space Environment), IGGCAS (Institute of Geology and Geophysics,
Chinese Academy of Sciences). The hourly wind from all radars and analyzed data of all Figures are
archived at the service RADAR (https://dx.doi.org/10.22000/343).
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